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THE CREATION OF A REPUBLICAN FEDERAL SYSTEM COMPOSED OF TWO 

DIFFERENT KINDS OF GOVERNMENTS 

By Douglas A. Erwing 

 

SECTION I: INTRODUCTION 

The Constitution mandated not just the creation of a federal government but the creation 

of a federal system.  This was the result of the Philadelphia convention in which the Founders 

chose to empower a central government and also to protect state republicanism.  The creation of 

a central authority was the primary goal of the convention; the second goal was achieved by 

devising a revolutionary governmental system in which federal and state governments could 

coexist.  The outcome was a federal structure that preserved the distinctive nature of 

comprehensively empowered states like Massachusetts while also empowering a revolutionary 

and powerful new federal government.  The federal government was supreme, but only within a 

limited sphere of power that was defined and limited in the Constitution.  State institutions 

retained all their powers not delegated to the federal government as well as their distinctive 

forms of republican government.  The Framers established constitutional barriers that protected 

each from the other so that these two different kinds of governments could govern cooperatively 

within the federal system without either impairing the efficacy of the other.  The result was a 

federal system that in its totality was republican in design.  It included a federal government 

empowered so that it could achieve national ends and yet would not destroy state governments.  

The federal system also guaranteed state governments that were republican in nature and served 

as independent centers of policy.      

 

 

SECTION II: THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT AS ONLY PART OF A REPUBLICAN 

FEDERAL SYSTEM 

The Constitution’s federal system embodied a revolutionary mix of two fundamentally 

different kinds of government: one structured to be broadly empowered and responsive to the 

popular will of the moment, the other a new limited government, largely unresponsive to 

transitory popular will, that would nevertheless govern supreme over national matters.  Two 

fundamentally different kinds of government, rather than governments with just different 

concerns, would govern cooperatively within one federal system. 

State constitutions embodied the central tenent of the Spirit of ’76: the people rather than 

a king would rule.  The process of drafting constitutions gave effect to this wish.  Power was 

wrested from the king’s machinery and vested in legislative institutions rooted in popular 

sovereignty.  This shift in power was embodied in constitutions that fostered a mix of communal 

and individual rights.  As the source of power changed the quantum of governmental power 

remained the same.  (As a practical matter, though, the quantum of power of the new state 

governments actually increased because the entire force of government that had previously been 



divided between England and the colonies came to rest in the new governments and because of 

the greater acquiescence of the citizens.)  Rebel state governments then commanded the same 

breadth of power over their communities as the crown’s government had exercised over the 

colonies.  Such governments, like the British Parliament, were governments of inherent authority 

and were comprehensively empowered to regulate all of the issues of health, safety, and morals 

in their communities.  The Revolution of 1776 thus changed the source of power of government 

but not the amount of power necessary in governments.  With state constitutions ratified, 

governance entailed using the comprehensive power of a government of inherent authority for 

the people’s benefit.1  

Eleven years after the Revolution of 1776 the Constitution’s Framers met in 

Independence Hall at the Federal Convention with a sense of urgency just as the first drafters had 

gathered within their states in 1776.  The purpose of constitution-making, however, was 

completely different by 1787 than it had been in those first heady days of revolution.  Their 

charge in Philadelphia was not to effect a revolution, but rather to preserve the Revolution.  The 

Framers needed a new federal system that could cure the deficiencies in areas of national 

governance that threatened the integrity of the young nation while protecting republicanism at 

the state level.  It was not that the Articles of Confederation had failed as much as it had 

produced its own obsolescence.  It had been successful in binding the nascent states together, but 

by 1787 the challenges of drawing the states together in a fashion that enabled a government to 

address national powers required a successor to the Articles of Confederation.  The Framers 

created a new central government as part of a new federal system and rooted it in republican 

principles as much as they could without undermining state republicanism.  The new federal 

government’s power was supreme over a limited number of issues of national significance; 

however, even with control over military affairs and international relations and with powers to 

regulate interstate trade and lay taxes, the federal government was not supposed to be able to 

threaten the integrity of states as independent centers of policy.  The Constitution was built upon 

pragmatic considerations that federal power could only be exerted within a defined and 

delineated realm.2  Defining this area in which the federal government could govern and 

confining it to this realm was the central dialogue of the latter part of the convention.     

The convention’s work yielded a republican federal system that contained republican 

state governments and a counter-majoritarian federal government.  Constitutional constraints 

ensured the continued separation of federal and state governments by limiting the ability of each 

government within the system to encroach upon the other.  These constraints took two different 

forms.  One was the simple delineation of powers that the federal government could exercise.  

                                                           
          1 The process of constitution drafting obviously did not go on in all the colonies.  Three colonies, 

Massachusetts, Rhode Island and Connecticut retained their charters.  For Rhode Island and Connecticut, which 

retained their charters, the revolution in the apportionment of power between executive and legislative powers that 

was reshaping governments in other colonies was not evidenced in new charters but did alter the conduct of 

government.  See Allan Nevins, The American States During and After the Revolution, 1775-1789 (New York: 

MacMillian, 1924) 4 and as to constitution drafting generally 117-170. 

 

     2 The Anti-federalists were unconvinced that the Constitution provided sufficient protections for the states.  The 

Bill of Rights addressed some of their concerns.  See Cecelia M. Kenyon, The Antifederalists (Boston: Northeastern 

University Press, 1966) and Robert C. Palmer, “Liberties as Constitutional Provisions” in William E. Nelson and 

Robert C. Palmer, Liberty and Community: Constitution and Rights in the Early American Republic (New York: 

Oceana Publications, Inc., 1987) 55-148. 



Listing particular powers in and of itself, and therefore excluding some powers, acted as a 

restraint.  The second was a series of specific prohibitions, half applicable to the states and the 

other half applicable to the federal government, that kept the two kinds of governments from 

invading the realm of the other.   

Resistant to popular will, the federal government’s limited but, nevertheless, extensive 

powers were intended to be held in check so that no faction or section could use them to 

undermine state sovereignty.  The federal government’s structure enhanced the limitations.  

Three branches were fully empowered and each voiced the wishes of a different constituency.  

Elections and nominations were also varied in time so that the federal government would never 

act upon popular will as expressed at any one moment in time.  Thus, divided power was the rule 

at the federal level; division among branches that at times competed with each other and at other 

times were dependent upon each other resulted in a federal government that would not invade the 

realm of state governance even though it was a stronger central government than the one under 

the Articles had been.     

Thus, constitutional limitations prevented federal aggregation of power; the federal 

government’s structure impeded efforts to encroach on state government; and finally, state 

governments were the beneficiaries of prohibitions within the federal system to check federal 

power.  The result was a federal system that contained a powerful federal government capable of 

managing national affairs and republican state governments still comprehensively empowered 

despite the exceptions to their powers that created the federal government.  The restraint of 

popular will on the national government preserved state republican institutions; the system 

reflected a republicanism still vital, not a conservative counter-revolution.    

 

SECTION III: THE CHARACTER OF FEDERAL GOVERNANCE WITHIN THE FEDERAL 

SYSTEM 

 The federal government was a counter-majoritarian government of only limited and 

delegated powers designed to govern national matters.  Although the Framers rooted the federal 

system in republicanism, the federal government’s final design made it slow to respond or 

unresponsive to the whims of the citizenry.  Yet it remained republican enough to merit 

supremacy over national concerns through the use of delegated powers.   

The Constitution’s limitations and separation of powers ensured the continued viability of 

state governments as significant centers of governance.  Whereas at the state level legislatures 

had been the recipients of virtually unchecked power, divided authority and separation of powers 

were the rule at the federal level among fully empowered legislative, executive, and judicial 

branches.  The Constitution divided power within the federal government among three co-equal 

branches while also limiting the powers of the federal government.  This mechanism hemmed in 

the federal government and insulated state governments from federal interference.    

The delegates’ work at the convention produced then not just a federal government but 

also a reformulation of the federal system.  A new federal system was what was truly needed 

because state and national governments had governed ineffectively over national matters during 

the Articles of Confederation period.  The delegates’ task at the convention was to shift authority 



over national matters to a newly empowered national government without crippling state 

governance.  To empower the national government the delegates rooted the federal government 

in republican principles as thoroughly as they could, limiting the application of republican 

principles only to the extent necessary to protect the integrity of the republican state 

governments.  Far from being a reflection of a conservative reaction against republicanism, the 

Constitution was republican in intent because it divided and limited federal power in order to 

protect republican state governments.3 

The duality of empowerments and limitations, very distinctive to the federal government, 

marked it as a revolutionary form of government very different from the state governments.   It 

had to be to achieve the two seemingly irreconcilable goals of the constitutional convention.  The 

first objective was to empower sufficiently the new national government so that it could deal 

effectively with national and interstate affairs.  The second goal was to ensure the continued 

viability of the state governments as liberty-enhancing centers of governance. 

The first goal was the only one clear to the delegates as the convention began.  Madison’s 

views echoed the sentiment of the delegates when he described himself as willing “to shrink 

from nothing which should be found essential to such a government as would provide for the 

safety, liberty, and happiness of the community.  This being the end of all our deliberations, all 

the necessary means for attaining it must, however reluctantly, be submitted to.”4  This was the 

paramount goal, and in fact, the only clear objective as the convention began.  Debt, rebellion, 

and the threat of mutinies all imperiled the integrity of the young nation.5  By 1787 it was clear 

to all except a few stalwarts that the Articles of Confederation plan was no longer competent to 

handle national matters effectively, because it was part of a federal system that the states had 

outgrown.  The impotence of the Articles of Confederation to handle international diplomacy and 

national, commercial and fiscal policy was the most evident sign that the governance structure 

was failing.  As a result of the central government’s weaknesses, all state governments and the 

republican principles that they embodied were threatened.6  Some solution that entailed a more 

powerful central government had to be found to deal with financial and commercial matters, 

international relations, and national defense.  

 The Framers also wanted to empower a national government to check what had come to 

be seen as excesses at the state level.  These excesses made proper vesting of national matters 

within a central government a necessity.  The delegates acknowledged that state governance of 

matters wholly within the confines of a state might well “indirectly affect the whole”7 and to the 

extent that these could be checked they should.  This reduction in state powers was a lesser 

                                                           
     3 See Robert C. Palmer, “Liberties as Constitutional Provisions” in William E. Nelson and Robert C. Palmer, 

Liberty and Community: Constitution and Rights in the Early American Republic (New York: Oceana Publications, 

Inc., 1987). 

     4 James Madison, Notes of Debates in the Federal Convention of 1787 contained within Charles Stansill, ed., 

Documents illustrative of the Formation of the Union of American States (Washington D.C.: Government printing 

Office, 1927) 130.     

     5 Beard, 19-63; McDonald, E Pluribus Unum 227-259; Nevins, particularly Chapters XI and XIII. 

     6 The stalwarts included men such as Arthur Lee and Patrick Henry whose intransigence owed as much to 

personal animosity toward some of those in the national camp as it did to concerns about an expanding national 

power.  See in part Jack Rakove, Madision and the Creation of the American Republic (New York: Harper Collins, 

1990) 23-29. 

     7 Madison 231. 



concern but a pressing one nonetheless.  Again, Madison, saw, “ . . . the necessity of providing 

more effectually for the security of private rights, and the steady dispensation of justice at the 

state level.  Interferences with these were evils which had more perhaps than any thing else, 

produced this convention.”8  The proliferation of paper money statutes, ex post facto laws, and 

refusals to acquiesce in congressional requisitions were only three examples of intrastate matters 

that had national ramifications.  These had been prominent issues, well publicized, that 

galvanized support for the convention and drew attention to the imbalance in the federal system.   

Without national control over national matters, in part through limitations on 

republicanism at the state level, republicanism as a whole within the young nation was 

threatened.  Almost unfettered power directed through state assemblies could in fact add to the 

insecurity of the nation as a whole. Thus, to the significant extent that state matters impacted the 

national government’s control over national issues, republicanism actually was contributing to 

the crisis approaching quickly in 1787.    

 Empowering the national government to cure both national and intrastate problems 

necessitated an acknowledgement that the old federal system, in which the Articles of 

Confederation neither had national powers nor its powers derived from the people, had outlived 

its usefulness.  This federal system had left many national powers within the realm of state 

governance and parceled to the congress only minimal authority.  State control over a variety of 

national, international and interstate powers had not provided effective national governance; and 

the congress, with an inadequate mandate, simply lacked the authority and the power to manage 

national affairs. 

 This implicit acknowledgement by the delegates was not so much a condemnation of the 

Articles of Confederation as it was a recognition that the Articles had proven to be not a 

roadblock, but a bridge that had outlived its usefulness: a bridge that had been crossed by 1787 

as the states had grown more interdependent. The bonds holding the states together when John 

Dickinson drafted the Articles of Confederation were largely rooted in a desire to defeat a 

common enemy and related to the common cause of winning independence.  As such the states’ 

individual independence remained a paramount concern when matters unrelated to fending off 

the British were raised.  In 1776 the states had too little experience acting in unison to trust the 

kind of government that had become necessary a few years later.  The Articles of Confederation 

reflected the singularity of bonds holding the states together in the way that state sovereignty was 

clearly paramount to national power.  Yet, the eleven years between independence and the 

                                                           
     8 Madison 162.  Madison was not here criticizing republicanism as much as he was commenting about the issues 

that galvanized support for the convention.  Madison also wrote in a similar vein to Jefferson after the convention 

that “the evils issuing. . .[from the states] contributed more to that uneasiness which produced the convention, and 

prepared the public mind for a general reform, than those which accrued to our national character and interest from 

the inadequacy of the Confederation to its immediate objects.”  Written to Jefferson shortly after the convention, this 

was part of his argument advocating a constitutional check on the laws of the states.  His criticism was not a 

condemnation of anything as broad as state republicanism or the federal system, but only of certain kinds of state 

actions.  See Rakove, James Madison 149.  Note that Charles Pinckney cosponsored the motion in the convention to 

have an absolute legislative negative over state legislation.  Pinckney advocated his position for reasons to protect 

the “national prerogatives,” “acts of Congress” and “foreign treaties” from encroachment from the states.  He does 

not mention matters wholly within the purview of state governance.  Madison’s argument that problems of state 

governance were equal to national matters in precipitating the convention was not by the votes of other delegates.  

The motion was soundly defeated seven states to two with two undecided.   



convention had brought the states much closer together.  Common bonds—ideological, 

commercial, military, and cultural—pointed to a common destiny as they faced challenges that 

affected states as a whole.  The Articles of Confederation and the cooperation during the war had 

provided a sufficient framework and history to establish trust so that the states could collectively 

proceed to a more mature structure of federal governance consist with strengthened bonds 

between them. 

 Accepting the need for a stronger central government was a sea change for those at the 

convention.  Fears of disunion were inconsequential in 1781 relative to the fear of a strong 

central government; by 1787, however, ineffectual central authority forced the Framers to 

enhance the powers of a central government.  Detractors were concerned about creating a 

government separate from the people that would have the power to act at variance from what the 

people wanted.  Such arguments obviously carried a great deal of weight and had proven 

persuasive in 1781 to defeat Dickinson’s draft of a strong central government for the Articles of 

Confederation.  After watching debts mount, mutinies narrowly averted, and rebellions bloodily 

suppressed, a sizeable majority realized that without a stronger national government the freedom 

won in the Revolution was not paired with a government structure that could preserve it. 

 The solution was to create a more powerful central government within a new federal 

system.  The states, which had been vested with national powers during the Articles of 

Confederation period, would have certain powers taken from their jurisdiction and vested in a 

new national government.  The federal government would be entrusted to wield these powers for 

the citizens in their national capacity, itself a new creation.  Even though new regulatory powers 

were to be created to enforce the rebalancing of power, the larger effect was to create a true 

federal system to take the place of what had been effectively a treaty organization among 

sovereign states; power would be delegated to the national government over matters that had 

previously rested in the hands of state governments.  The reordering of the federation, and in 

particular the empowerment of the central authority, necessitated a major restructuring of the 

underpinnings of the national government. 

If the national government was to be more powerful, it would have to be more 

republican, because power vested in institutions such as parliament or a king that lacked popular 

sanction would ultimately be used to enslave the people.  Liberty required that power be rooted 

in the people; power necessitated sanction by the people to ensure liberty.  Consistent with 

republican ideology, the federal government would have to be as republican as it could be made 

to utilize effectively the powers that had to be vested at the national level while remaining 

liberty-enhancing.  The old congress under the Articles of Confederation did not merit being 

entrusted with significant national powers because it was not republican enough: it was too 

distanced from the people and not based on proportional representation.  The Framers had to 

design a new government based upon republican principles to utilize the powers over national 

matters.  This new government had to be based ultimately upon popular will to justify use of 

more extensive powers. 

 The second goal of the convention, seemingly at odds with the first, was to preserve the 

liberty-enhancing state governments as significant centers of governance even as particular 

powers were lost to a national government. This second goal, in fact the protection of a value and 

a limitation on the first, became a significant objective in the course of the drafting as the new 

federal powers began to come into focus.  It was not present at the beginning of the convention, 



but emerged as debate proceeded.  The extent of federal power occasioned a concern that the 

federal government would overwhelm state governments that were the protectors of liberty and 

the most important centers of public policy.  The goal of designing a more powerful central 

government ran into the core value of protecting majoritarian state governments.  How to create 

a powerful national government that would not precipitate the destruction of state governments 

was a vexing question that would occasion the greatest debate and shape the dialogue in the 

convention.  All of the delegates except George Read and Alexander Hamilton took this question 

very seriously because they could not seriously consider doing away with their states or making 

them subordinate governmental entities like counties.9  Their states embodied the form and 

character of liberty they associated with the revolution.  They fostered and protected liberty even 

if at times it was crude and tumultuous.  Unease with some state practices exacerbated worries 

and did contribute to the need for the convention, but the Framers would never argue to do away 

with the states or even to weaken their structure as governments of inherent authority.  They 

would draft to preserve and refine republicanism within a system of enhanced federal power that 

would also preserve the states. 

 True unfettered republican government, without consideration of the states, would mean 

vesting broad power in a majoritarian national government with direct popular sanction.  Yet 

actually to have done this would necessarily reduce the role of the states to mere corporate 

bodies rather than distinctive political entities.  It would require all authority to be vested directly 

in the federal legislature, and the removal of states as independent repositories of the people’s 

will.  This was simply impossible.  The states, after all, were the fundamental polities in the 

republic.   

 What the delegates found was that to preserve state governance, republicanism at the 

national level had to be restricted.  Just as republicanism at the state level had to be limited to 

allow for strong national governance, so republicanism at the federal level had to be limited to 

allow for vigorous state governance.  Republicanism on the national level had to accommodate 

republicanism at the state level.  Multiple fault lines among the states revealed the different ways 

in which the states feared that they would be subsumed in a truly republican government if 

checks were not put into place for their protection.  Small states feared the power of large states’ 

population; northern and southern states argued over slavery; states on the eastern seaboard 

clashed with those on the interior; those with ports might dictate the commerce of those that 

needed to export their goods through ports.  The divisions were numerous and reflected, in the 

aggregate, concerns that a majoritarian government--a truly republican one-- might be tyrannous 

to some of the states.  Majority rule simply could not be placed on as broad a footing as they 

might have wished because doing so would have granted the central government power that 

                                                           
     9 Madison 164 as to George Read and, as to Hamilton, pages 215 and 220.  Read is the only delegate recorded as 

having the opinion that the states should be entirely subsumed within a new national government.   

Hamilton’s position was that the states should have their sovereignty taken away; they would remain as 

only “subordinate authorities” without any sovereignty or power to govern over “commerce, revenue or agriculture.”  

They would remain as only “corporations for local purposes.”  Concerns over drawing together a nation so large 

under one government and an unwillingness to alarm the citizens obviated against doing away with them entirely.  

As to Hamilton, see also, Clinton Rossiter, The Grand Convention, (New York: W.W. Norton, 1966) 191 and 193.    

 

 

 



would prove destructive of state governments.10  Thus, the Framers tempered republicanism and 

the power of the federal government precisely to protect republicanism at the state level.  The 

whole process furthered a republican federal system, and was not a conservative reaction against 

republicanism.   

The vexing issue would be the design of the federal government. The intent to create a 

federal system to replace a federation would lead to far more revolutionary thinking about the 

nature of governmental power and the structures required to contain such power than any of the 

delegates could have imagined as they gathered in Philadelphia. 

     

 On May 14, 1787, the first day of the convention, the delegates found no consensus about 

how to modify federal power; in fact all of the delegates had not even made their way to 

Philadelphia.  The debate did not begin until May 25 when the last tardy delegates from four 

states arrived and took their seats within Independence Hall.  During the next four months, 

delegates, usually forty-five in number, met daily in secret session to flesh out a blueprint for a 

new republican federal system and a radically new national government.  The delegates drafted 

the Constitution not in a linear fashion of drafting each article in turn but in a broad context of 

debating empowerments and limitations.  The debate was highly structured, though, as the 

framers methodically worked through various drafts and produced increasingly detailed models 

as they sculpted the federal system in more and more precise fashion.  Even as the broadest 

contours of the debate found the delegates working out the federal system in greater specificity, 

they nevertheless revisited larger issues repeatedly, usually to ensure a proper balance between 

state and federal power.   

The debate was joined in earnest on the 25th of May 1787 as the delegates began 

searching for a consensus regarding the nature of the problems plaguing the young nation and the 

structural formulation to solve the deficiencies of the Articles of Confederation.  They began by 

discussing the problems of governance that had brought them to Philadelphia.  They agreed that 

these were federalist in nature-- both on the national and state levels-- although the national 

problems were paramount.  They included worries about rebellion, debt, state dissension, and 

violated treaties; they also agreed about the necessity of addressing issues of national commerce, 

a taxing authority, and national defense. 11  These were the most significant issues that had drawn 

them to Philadelphia and were all emblematic, in general, of the impotence of the Articles of 

Confederation congress (even though there may not have been much that any central government 

could have done about a number of these issues).  The delegates envisioned the new central 

government in light of the Articles’ weaknesses; they wanted a government sanctioned by the 

people with the power to handle national issues and compel obedience.   It had to be able to 

secure the nation against foreign invasion, interstate disputes or “seditions in particular states;” 12  

it had to provide the benefits of nationhood which included a productive impost, protectionist 

commercial regulation, the fostering of commerce, and defense against “incroachments.”13  

                                                           
     10 Robert C. Palmer, “Liberties as Constitutional Provisions” in William E. Nelson and Robert C. Palmer, Liberty 

and Community: Constitution and Rights in the Early American Republic (New York: Oceana Publications, Inc., 

1987) 55-148   

     11 Madison 115 and 121. 

     12 Madison 115. 

     13 Madison 115. 



Finally, it had to be paramount to the state constitutions.14  The irrelevance of the existing 

congress and the failings of central governance, though, had no monopoly on the Framer’s 

criticisms.  

 They also thought state governments “had a full share in the motives which produced the 

present Convention.”15 State governance was relevant to the extent that the “multiplicity . . . 

mutability . . . and injustice” of state laws “indirectly affect the whole.”16 Some of these laws 

included ex post facto laws, laws that rebuffed congressional requisitions,17 and debtor relief 

statutes relying on paper money.18  In addition to passing laws that increased instability within 

the states or refusing to participate in national governance, various states had also actively 

interfered in national issues by entering into treaties with foreign powers or each other19 and 

commencing wars with the Indians.20 They raised troops in time of peace21 and passed laws 

violating the law of nations.22  Concerns regarding the states were not the primary concerns that 

had necessitated a convention, but they were significant nonetheless.  This was obvious from the 

manner in which complaints about the states emerged during the debates.  The delegates raised 

national concerns of tax, treaty, commerce and the like on the first real day of debate and 

proposed at least two plans of government to solve these issues; the shortcomings of the states 

were not first raised for more than three weeks until June 19th and came out intermittently 

thereafter.    

 Failings on both the state and national levels were evidence that, as Edmund Randolph 

put it, “ . . . radical changes in the system of the Union were necessary.”23  The solution to the 

inadequacies of the federation was to place authority over national matters in a new central 

government and root national powers in a powerful republican central government.  Empowering 

a national government and addressing those state issues that “prevail within the States 

individually” which “affect the whole” signaled their determination to construct a federal 

system.24  The beneficiary of the removal of national powers from the state realm would be a 

new national government.  Thus the work of the convention was not simply to create and 

empower a federal government; rather, it was to create a federal system out of a federation of 

states.25  

 The delegates began working from first principles as they began to formulate a new 

government and a federal system.  Assuming as they did the need for a more powerful central 

                                                           
     14 Madison 115. 

     15 Madison 231. 

     16 Madison 231. 

     17 Madison 227 and 310: New Jersey expressly refused to comply with a constitutional requisition as had 

Connecticut. 

     18 Madison 115.  

     19 Madison 228. 

     20 Madison 228. 

     21 Madison 228. 

     22 Madison 115 and 228. 

     23 Madison 698.  Madison also spoke of the need to reform the federal system rather than any one government in 

a letter to Edmund Pendelton dated February 24, 1787.  He said that some alteration in the Confederacy was almost 

inevitable because “The present System neither has nor deserves advocates.”  See Rakove 62. 

     24  Madison  231. 

     25  Madison 649. 



government, the delegates proposed reforms “the basis of which . . . must be the republican 

principle.”26  Power and republicanism would be inextricably rather than tangentially linked in 

the new government’s design: for the government to be more powerful it would have to be more 

republican.27 Power required popular sanction and reaffirmation to ensure that it was being used 

wisely for the people's benefit.  In essence, for the government to be more powerful it would 

have to be more republican because there was a greater danger that the government would 

become tyrannous if it was not more directly rooted in the people.  

 The Framers’ affirmation of republicanism in the design of the federal government was 

consistent with their long-held faith in republicanism.  At the convention, in the broader context, 

the Framers’ self-imposed task was to rescue a robust republicanism that was creating problems 

and thus ensure its survival.  Even if no advocate of radical republicanism, Hamilton’s 

hyperbolic statement had a core of truth in it when he said that the work of the convention would 

be “deciding forever the fate of republican government.”28  The limited character of the Articles 

of Confederation, which left too much power over national matters to the states, made the future 

of republicanism within the United States unclear.  Few doubted that state governance and 

therefore republicanism remained an experiment that stood markedly less chance of success if 

national concerns could not be resolved.   The issue was whether they could find a governmental 

formulation sufficiently republican that could manage national matters but not overwhelm the 

states. 

 The delegates offered republican models of government in which to vest enhanced 

national power.  Edmund Randolph and Charles Pinkney proposed plans of national 

governments on the third day of the convention that offered the possibility of governing 

effectively over national matters.  Both were republican in nature.   These revealed their broadest 

assumptions about their solutions and the extent to which they still adhered to republicanism.  

Randolph presented his plan to the Convention for debate; Pinkney's was used by the Committee 

of Detail although not presented to the Committee of the Whole.29  According to Robert Yates 

the Pinkney plan was “grounded on the same principles as the [Randolph] resolutions.” 30  

 The Randolph Plan called for a government rooted in republican principles that would be 

more powerful than the Articles of Confederation government.31  His plan was the first effort to 

express the principles upon which the delegates ought to proceed.  The national legislature would 

be based upon popular sovereignty and broadly empowered to legislate over national matters.  

The first house of the legislature would be popularly elected; the members of the second branch 

would be elected by the first branch out of candidates nominated by the state legislatures.  Rights 

of suffrage would be according to proportional representation, a benchmark of republicanism.  

Legislative power would extend over only national matters.  The national legislature would have 

the power to legislate “in all cases to which the separate States are incompetent, or in which the 
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harmony of the United States may be interrupted by the exercise of individual legislation.”32 It 

would also be able to “negative all laws passed by the several states contravening in the opinion 

of the National legislature the articles of Union.”33  It would thus have the power to control 

national matters by passing laws regarding national issues and preventing the states from doing 

so.   Randolph was erring on the side of the national government; he feared that the greater 

likelihood remained state intrusion into areas of national governance.   

The executive, bolstered by a council of revision, would be elected by the legislature as 

was the case in most thoroughly republican state governments.  It would have the authority to 

“execute the National Laws” plus those executive rights vested in the congress under the Articles 

of Confederation.34  He would have a fixed salary and not be eligible for re-election. 

The executive and legislative branches would be complemented by a strong judiciary 

with inferior courts appointed by the national legislature and an amorphous jurisdiction over 

national matters.35  The jurisdiction of the courts would ensure that the courts would have 

judicial power over piracies, captures, cases involving foreigners, the national revenue, and 

impeachment of national officers.36  Consistent with Randolph’s fear that the greater danger in 

the federal system was state intrusion into federal power, the courts were also given the power 

over “questions that may involve the national peace and harmony.”37  If in fact the federal 

courts’ jurisdiction was rooted in this principal then cases of significance to the national 

government would be litigated in national courts.38   

 The proposed government was at once more powerful and more republican than the 

Articles of Confederation.  Randolph’s plan would vest federal power in a congress “rest[ing] on 

the solid foundation of the people themselves” that would govern national matters in the course 

of passing federal legislation or negating state legislation.39  Its powers were those Randolph 

thought necessary to cure defects of the congress under the Confederation.40  Both the executive 

and judicial branches were ultimately proposed to rest upon popular sanction as well.  The 

president would be appointed by the legislature, and the judiciary would serve “during good 

behavior” with the inferior tribunals having been “chosen” by the legislature. This was no 

proposal for a government to supersede state government but rather one that would be the master 

of national issues.  Randolph called for its power to be limited to matters “in which the States are 

incompetent” or that “involve the national peace and harmony.”41 
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 His proposed grants of power to the national legislature and the judiciary tried to exclude 

governance over state matters.  They ensured that national matters would be governed by a 

national government.  Yet, as a harbinger of the debate to come, some questioned the “vagueness 

of the term ‘incompetent’ ” while others asked not for semantic clarification but for the intent 

behind the proposed plan.  Their fear was that the design of the federal government might 

actually be intended to encroach on state governance of matters not of federal or a national 

nature.  Some delegates worried that “indefinite powers” would give the federal government “an 

inroad on the state jurisdictions.”  In fact the dissenting delegates’ worries were justified.  Maybe 

not immediately but in time Randolph’s proposed government would have encroached on state 

governance.  Yet Randolph assured the other delegates “that he was entirely opposed to such an 

inroad” and that no consideration “could ever change his determination” on this point.  The 

questioning delegates though had made their point: the states would have to be protected within 

the redesigned system.42   They did not question his principles of resting the government upon 

republicanism, but they did question the proposed structure that would have made the 

government majoritarian and given it vague powers.  Their points would be the issues that 

structured the rest of the debate.  The initial design was majoritarian republican and was 

countered by dedication to protection of state republicanism. 

 Having served its purpose of provoking the delegates to question their assumptions about 

governance, federalism, and the extent to which the new government could be made republican, 

the delegates then began a detailed review of Randolph’s plan that transformed into the 

methodical drafting of a new federal system and a new government.  Most significantly this was 

done within the framework of Randolph’s plan.  That plan called for empowering a higher 

government founded in republicanism and with balanced state and federal interests.  The 

delegates had also implicitly rejected any plan with imprecise federal powers that could threaten 

the states: state governance and republicanism at the state level must be protected.   

 

 Solving the conundrum of how to preserve state republicanism while empowering a 

republican national government animated the debate.  As the debate proceeded, new notions of 

limiting government seemed increasingly viable as a solution.  This emphasis on limitations was 

a new strategy for achieving freedom under a central republican government that emerged not as 

an abstract deduction, but as a pragmatic protection of state republican governments that were 

structured on the strategy of empowerment.  The delegates would implicitly conclude that 

balancing federal against state powers was one of the problems of Randolph’s plan.  In time they 

would discard this notion of the discretionary balancing of state and federal powers in favor of 

defining and categorizing delegated powers at the national level.  The emerging government at 

the national level, with its more precise empowerments and limitations, would govern over 

national matters without infringing on republicanism at the state level.  Creating this new type of 

government to govern cooperatively with state governments in a reordered republican federal 

system was the solution that allowed two levels of republican government to coexist as policy 

centers.     
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SECTION IV: THE LEGISLATIVE BRANCH 

 The legislative branch embodied in a bicameral congress was to be the center of the 

national government and would be grounded upon popular sovereignty.  Its members would be 

popularly elected in numbers governed by proportional representation.  Popular sovereignty was 

at the heart of Randolph’s proposal and would survive in the design of the house, even if not in 

the senate.  As the convention began, even as there was disagreement over whether 

representation would be based upon monetary contributions or free inhabitants, there was an 

overriding determination that “equality of suffrage [among states] established by the Articles of 

Confederation ought not to prevail in the national Legislature and that an equitable ratio of 

representation ought to be substituted.”43 The majority of the people would thus be able to 

determine issues free from the power of a minority of states to veto majority will.  Proportional 

representation addressed the most prominent problem of the Articles that had created a non-

republican government.  As the debate matured, delegates sought and gained concessions to the 

most thoroughly conceivable republican legislature that would also ensure the protection of state 

governance.  This theme would emerge in the drafting of the senate provisions and to a lesser 

extent in the precision of the procedure for reapportioning representation. 

 The various proposals fostered republicanism by the unique nature of the national 

legislature’s mix of empowerments and limitations.  These empowerments allowed the national 

legislature to carry out its appointed task of legislating over certain national matters, and yet 

limitations ensured that it remained out of the realm of state governance.  The specificity and 

rigidity of both the empowerments and limitations marked the national legislature as being part 

of a limited government of delegated powers, very different from governments of inherent 

authority at the state level.       

 A combination of philosophical reasons supported by pragmatic considerations led the 

delegates to advocate consistently for an election by the people for at least the first branch.   The 

house was to be the “grand depository of the democratic principle of the Govt.”44 Although some 

advocated an election by the state legislatures, modeled on the Articles, largely because of fear 

of an “excess of democracy,” 45  Mason, Wilson, and Madison rejected that conservative 

approach and advocated an election by the people to increase republicanism as compared to the 

Articles.  Wilson and Madison contended “strenuously for drawing the most numerous branch of 

the Legislature immediately from the people.” 46 Their primary reason was to foster the 

“sympathy between the people and their rulers and officers” which was “essential to every plan 

of free Government.” 47   “Whatever inconvenience may attend the democratic principle. . .  it is 

the only security for the rights of the people.” 48   
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 The delegates argued that republican principles were the most effective means to 

empower the government and cure the flaws of the federal system while maintaining 

republicanism.  The notions of power and popular sanction were central to their thinking.  One 

necessarily required the other.  Wilson said that he wished for “vigor in the Government but he 

wished the vigorous authority to flow immediately from the legitimate source of all authority” 

who were the people.49   Mason agreed, saying that for the new government to operate on the 

people it must be drawn from them. 50  For it to operate effectively a popular election would 

secure the best representatives and would insulate the national government from the state 

governments. 51 “All interference between the general and local Government should be obviated 

as much as possible.”52  

 The delegates also allocated power within the federal system to a republican-designed 

national government to limit the excesses of state governance that, if left unchecked, threatened 

republican governance throughout the nation. Madison, who recorded his own thoughts in detail 

on this subject, argued to apply republican principles, not dispense with republican governance: 

“it was incumbent on us then to try this remedy [“enlarging the sphere” of the community], and 

with that view to frame a republican system on such a scale & in such a form as will controul all 

the evils which have been experienced.” 53  The evils he was referring to were those remedied by 

“providing more effectually for the security of private rights, and the steady dispensation of 

Justice.  Interferences with these were evils which had more perhaps than any thing else, 

produced this convention.”54  Madison’s view that abuses entirely within the states were as 

significant as any other issue in precipitating the convention was not shared by other delegates.  

Madison’s means of rectifying abuses entirely within the states, that were nonetheless effecting 

the national community as a whole, was typical of the way the delegates began to formulate 

solutions in the convention.  His was a call for empowered majority governance throughout the 

nation as an effort to check the control that individual states exercised as minorities to disrupt 

national governance: a political check rather than an institutional or judicial check.  Rather than 

changing course and becoming much more conservative, Madison was typical of the delegates in 

that he continued to design governmental solutions based upon republican principles to solve 

society’s problems and was not yet prepared to propose institutional limitations. 

 Building upon the consensus that republicanism must underlay the legislative branch, the 

Founders relied upon republican principles to flesh out congress’s institutional form and its 

procedures for filling and maintaining its chamber.    Congress was to be constituted in two 

houses to prevent “legislative despotism.”55  A division of the legislative power would prevent 

the legislative tyranny possible in a unicameral legislature.  “[Legislative authority] can only be 

restrained by dividing it within itself.” 56 This thinking was consistent with the notions of 

republicanism that underlay all but one of the state constitutions, even though that principle had 
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effectively been subordinated to empowerment of majority will.57 Now though the checking 

became earnest.  Legislative power must be broadly rooted in the people but ought to have an 

upper house acting as a counterweight to the lower house.  This upper house, embodying “the 

Senatorial part” of society, should exhibit “the most wisdom, experience, and virtue.”58  Over 

time, as the value of protecting republican state governments necessitated institutional form, the 

senate’s purpose would be transformed from one notion consistent with the original state 

governments to another that proved to be essential to the preservation of state republican 

governments: from a balancing of interests within a polity to the protection of state republican 

governments.59 

As to its size, the lower house was to be large in order to protect private rights better and 

prevent the oppression of minorities or the tyranny of the minority.  Because “the source of 

influence must . . . be stronger in small rather than large bodies of men,” a larger body would 

prevent an oppressive minority from controlling the legislative power.60  As an example of the 

power that a minority could wield, Wilson pointed out that the Impost was “defeated not by any 

of the larger states in the Union” 61 but rather by a small state in whose small chamber a minority 

was able to defeat the wishes of a majority.  The number of representatives finally derived from a 

compromise between the financial cost of maintaining the chamber and a proper number to 

ensure that they might  “possess enough of the confidence of the people” and “bring with them 

all the local information which would be frequently wanted.”62  The number decided upon was 

sixty-five; but some delegates, Madison and Gerry among them, wanted an even larger number 

to foster the chamber’s republican spirit.63   

  

 The upper chamber would be the senate.  The senate’s purpose was to be the institutional 

embodiment of “coolness,” “steadiness” and wisdom.  “Consist[ing] of the most distinguished 
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characters,”64 it would “proceed with more coolness, with more system and with more wisdom 

than the popular branch” in the course of “check[ing] the turbulence and follies of democracy in 

our Governments.”65  Smaller in size and intended to be more deliberative, it was to provide a 

steadying influence on the more tumultuous lower house of the legislature.  Agreement on the 

temper and character of the senate could not, however, mask a disagreement over whether the 

senators should most directly represent the people or the States.  Both sides advocated republican 

concerns: a more republican central government or protection of the republican governments of 

the states. 

There was initial agreement in principle that the entire national legislature—the upper 

and lower chambers of the assembly--was going to be governed by proportional representation.66  

The implication, accepted by many delegates at first, was that some states might not have a 

senator, because if the senate’s membership was to be small and governed by proportional 

representation, some states with too few citizens might not merit a senator.  Thus, many of the 

delegates at first balked when presented with supporting a nomination by the state legislatures on 

31 May,67 because nominations by the state legislatures meant that every state would most likely 

have a senator and thus that the principle of proportional representation would be surrendered.68  

Yet the delegates also voted against an election of senators by the first branch.  Many delegates 

opposed what the results of a system rooted in proportional representation might produce: some 

states would not have an immediate advocate in the senate.  As Madison put it, “a chasm [was] 

left in this part of the plan.”69 

The delegates had quickly discovered the tension between fostering republicanism at the 

national level and protecting republicanism at the state level.  The fear that one delegate voiced 

was that in the search for the structure of a senate that would be proportional in representation 

state interests were being insufficiently protected in the course of “taking so many powers out of 

the hands of the States as was proposed.”70  That fear was particularly insightful at this point 

because the debate was still operating in the context of the Randolph plan of a majoritarian 

national government.  As Butler put it, he “apprehended that the taking of so many powers out of 

the hand of the states as was proposed tended to destroy all that balance and security of interests 

among the states which it was necessary to preserve.”71 Others advanced ominous predictions if 

an equality of states was not maintained in the senate.  Ellsworth posited that without state “co-

operation it would be impossible to support a republican government over so great an extent of 

Country.”72 Martin foresaw a tyranny in congress if proportional representation were allowed to 

govern the seats in the senate as well as the house:  Virginia, Massachusetts and Pennsylvania 

would have a controlling vote and turn the government to their advantage.73  The opposition to 

proportional representation in the senate was based on notions of republican government that led 

some delegates to feel that small states must have a right of defense against a combination of 
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large states.  We are, after all “partly national; partly federal”74 and only the states can deliver the 

“greatest happiness.”75 

Nevertheless, leading men at the convention, Madison and Wilson most ardently, argued 

for proportional representation in the congress’s upper house.76 “We ought to proceed by 

abstracting as much as possible from the idea of state government” and adhere to a system of 

proportional representation in the senate.77 An equality of states in the senate “. . . is a species . . . 

of tyranny, [in] that the smaller number governs the greater.”78  States were, after all, composed 

of men; therefore, the rights of men should be respected first to ensure liberty.79  As Hamilton 

pointed out, equality was a matter of power among the states; liberty was for individuals.80 

Madison argued that, if the small states wanted a government “armed with the powers 

necessary to secure their liberties, and to enforce obedience on the larger members as well as on 

themselves,” it was a mistake to insist on equality of the states.  Such an equality of states would 

prevent a “proper superstructure to be raised.”81  Failure to place vigor in the national 

government would invite dissension in all the states and prove “fatal to the internal liberty of 

all.”  A failure to vest more power in a national government vitally rooted in republicanism 

would lead to the death of republicanism.82  

The senate according to Madison and Wilson should be based upon proportional 

representation and be a small body in order to operate with calmness and wisdom.83  The crux of 

the issue for them was that, if the body was elected directly by the states and each state had at 

least one senator, proportional representation would necessarily be surrendered: the body would 

be too large to deliberate calmly and dispassionately on the actions of the lower house. 84 

Providing each state with one senator would force a compromise on proportional representation 

which was  “inadmissible and evidently unjust”85 because it was anti-republican.  Their position 

was not one based upon hostility to the states, but rather upon fidelity to republicanism.  They 

wanted to foster republicanism at the national level through the most extensive application of 

proportional representation possible.  

 Those advocating proportional representation for the senate lost the debate because the 

value of protecting republican state governance trumped many of the delegates’ avowed wish to 

establish a purely republican government on a national scale.  The delegates compromised on the 

representation in the second or upper house of the national legislature because they wanted a 

republican federal system in which both federal and state governments were secure centers of 

policy formulation for the people.  Republicanism at the federal level had to be compromised for 

the sake of preserving republicanism at the state level.  The result evidenced a desire by the 
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majority of the delegates that the states must be accorded some right within the federal system to 

“defend themselves against the encroachments of the National Government.”86  After all, 

because the states were “indispensable,”87 gaining their support and maintaining “due harmoney 

between the two governments”88 were essential to the success of the new federal system.  

Republicanism at the state level was a value that overrode their wish to further republicanism at 

the national level. 

Thus, the compromise, known as the great compromise, that produced a lower house 

based upon proportional representation and the upper house based upon equality of the states, 

was evidence of a clash of republicanisms: one applied on a national scale and the other applied 

to a federal system, a clash made necessary by the delegates’ overriding wish to protect 

republican state governments.  In a national system in which proportional representation in both 

houses ruled, the vote of each person would have the same weight and the people would be fully 

and fairly represented.  On the other hand, Patterson and advocates from the small states argued 

that there should be republicanism on a federal level in which there would be an equality of votes 

for the states.  The fear of each side was shaped by their overarching belief in republicanism.  

The republican nationalists feared that a minority of people in a few small states would impede 

the will of the majority.  The republican federalists believed that deserting equal representation 

among the states would lead to a tyranny of the majority in which the small states “would be 

swallowed up” in a tyranny of the majority89 that would destroy the states that preserved 

republican liberty.90 

Republican principles undergirded the decisions made in the convention regarding who 

could serve in congress and who could vote in the federal elections.  Proposals to prevent those 

with “unsettled accounts” from serving in the Congress and to allow congress to expel members 

with a bare majority vote failed because they would open the door to abuse by the government in 

unjustly excluding some from serving in office.  Regardless that some congressmen might act in 

their own personal interest it was better and more consistent with popular sovereignty, usually to 

allow the people to decide whether the congressman ought to continue to serve or not.91  

Members could be expelled, but only by a two-thirds vote, a threshold high enough to ensure that 

there was broad agreement that a member had to be removed.  In this way no small faction might 

hinder the process of expelling a member by holding the proceedings hostage by either voting for 

or withholding its vote.92 

 Constitutional restrictions on those who could vote for members of the house were also 

voted aside for reasons based upon republicanism.93  The result was that participation in federal 
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elections varied from state to state but was left to the control of the states, so that the varied 

versions of state republicanism would continue to be reflected in the house.  Proposals were put 

forward to restrict the right to vote to freeholders to protect property interests against the 

multitudes and as a means to set a standard for qualification not dependent on the states.  

Franklin, Ghorum and Mason argued successfully that restricting the right to vote to freeholders 

would lead to tyranny and unjustly deprive some who paid a share of the taxes from voting.94  

The “right of suffrage is one of the fundamental articles of republican government and ought not 

to be left to be regulated by the Legislature.”95  Even though Madison believed that “the 

freeholders of the country would be the safest depositories of republican liberty,” he 

acknowledged that most states already allowed more than freeholders to vote and there was no 

complaint as to the elections that the mechanics participate in as opposed to those in which only 

the freeholders vote.96  “. . . Every man having evidence of attachment to and permanent 

common interest with the society ought to share in all its rights and privileges.”97  

Senators and representatives would serve terms and receive pay commensurate with the 

republican nature of the government.  Senators were to serve seven year terms in order to erect 

“a stable and firm Government organized in the republican form . . .”98  Representatives’ terms 

of two years coupled with the longer senate terms, eventually pared down to six years, would 

provide “that stability which was every where called for, and which the enemies of the 

republican form allege to be inconsistent with its nature.”99  Pay would likewise be determined 

using republican principles.  In the struggle between having the states or the national government 

pay salaries, they erred on the side of the national government to foster the independence of the 

congress.  Although concerns over corruption if the houses were to determine their own salary 

were considered, it was ultimately deemed better to free the congress from the purse strings of 

the state governments and thereby vest in the federal government a greater degree of 

independence.100  This independence, although designed to free the federal government from 

control by the states, actually served indirectly to enhance the republican character of the federal 

government by making compensation an issue resolved directly between voters in federal 

elections and federal officeholders.  Provision by provision, the delegates were cobbling together 

a system that empowered an independent central government while preserving the state 

governments and ensuring that the different versions of republicanism in the states would 
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continue to influence, but not control, the central government: overall, a thoroughly republican-

federal system. 

The rule for reapportioning representation by census was also republican in intent and the 

precision required by many delegates in laying out the rules for reapportionment was necessary 

to ensure that future reapportionments would be equitable.  Without a defined procedure to make 

“it the duty of the Legislature to do what was right [when it was time to reapportion seats] & not 

leaving it at liberty to do or not do it,” future legislatures might design a system of 

reapportionment that would deny some states their fair share of representation.101  This 

subordination of the states could not be allowed to happen because “what relates to suffrage is . . 

. a fundamental article of Republican Govts.”102  It was too important a question to leave to 

future legislatures.103    

Because protection of states was one goal of the debate, questions of sectional and 

regional balance played into the discussion about exactly how the census would be calculated.  

Advocates for using wealth, property, free inhabitants or all inhabitants as a measuring device for 

representation had their say as tensions rose.  Advocates from the South pressed for using the 

number of inhabitants so that their slaves would be counted and because they thought their 

immigrant populations would lead them to have a higher population than the North in time.104   

They bolstered their arguments for including slaves by arguing that a reapportionment based 

upon wealth should be blind to its production: the wealth generated by slaves was “as productive 

& valuable as that of a freeman in Massachusetts.”105  Northerners countered these arguments 

with two of their own.  First, it was inconsistent for Southerners to argue, as they had in 1783, 

that for taxation purposes only three fifths of slaves be counted but now that representation was 

at issue they wanted them counted fully.106  Secondly, it offended the sensibilities of some 

northern delegates, including Gouverneur Morris and James Wilson, that the slaves were not 

being classified clearly as either citizens or property.  As Wilson asked rhetorically, “Are they 

admitted as Citizens?  Then why are they not admitted on an equality with White Citizens?  Are 

they admitted as property?  Then why is not other property admitted into the computation?”107   

At an impasse, the delegates embraced Wilson’s call that these “difficulties . . . must be 

overruled by the necessity of compromise.”108  Morris tried to tether direct taxation and 

representation together.  Although such a compromise was inconsistent with Southern wishes 

and Northern wishes and sensibilities, both sides agreed on the three fifths calculation which 

dated from the April 1783 tax apportionment from the earlier congress. 109 A measure of wealth 

                                                           
     101 Madison 353. 

     102 Madison 353-354. 

     103 Madison noted prominently in his notes a minority who thought it too important an issue for a procedure to be 

laid out that would bind future legislatures.  This minority included Gouverneur Morris, James Wilson and Roger 

Sherman.   

     104 Madison 352, 359 and 361 as to the contention that southern population was outpacing the north’s.  

     105 Madison 354. 

     106 Madison 354. 

     107 Madison 361. 

     108 Madison 360. 

     109 Madison 363. 



was dropped from the equation.  Direct taxes and reapportionment would be based on the census 

count of free inhabitants and three fifths of the slaves.   

More significant though than the nature of the disagreement over how to calculate the 

voting populations for the reapportionment of representatives was the delegates’ agreement that 

protection of state interests required the delegates to define in the Constitution how 

representation would be reapportioned in the future.  This guaranteed that the house would 

continue to be a true voice of the people.110 

  

 From the outset, the delegates wanted a powerful federal government with the power to 

legislate over national matters.  They nevertheless remained wary of creating a government that 

would intrude on state governance.  Randolph’s early proposal to vest power in the federal 

government over all matters for which the states were “individually incompetent” only begged 

the question as to what “incompetent” meant and led Madison to suggest a specific enumeration 

of the powers of the new government.111  After the delegates agreed to the great compromise that 

granted both notions of republicanism some accord, the delegates followed Madison’s suggestion 

and delineated what powers the congress would have at its disposal.112  This drafting was mostly 

done in committee, but the delegates voted on each of the powers enumerated in Article I in the 

Committee of the Whole, and thus revealed why they selected those powers that they did.   

 The delegates could vest sufficient powers in the national government to legislate over 

national matters once they had established a government that would be sufficiently republican.113  

Beyond simply shifting certain powers to the new federal government, the delegates apportioned 

the powers to the house or the senate based upon which competing notion of republicanism, one 

more national, the other more federal, was more appropriate to govern the power in question.  

The powers given to congress ensured its power over national matters, but also revealed a 

nuanced appreciation of the ways that republicanism required the powers to be modulated to 

guarantee national supremacy and also to protect majoritarian governance.   

The first method of modulating federal power was to limit it to a list of powers, and thus 

to establish the federal government as a government of limited and delegated powers.   A list of 

powers as is contained in Article I, section 8 was of course an empowerment but also a 

limitation.  Included among congress’s powers were specific rights to lay and collect taxes, 

declare war, regulate commerce and provide for an army, navy and the calling forth of a trained 

militia.  Other powers with these constituted the list of powers granted to congress in Article 1, 

Section 8.  Laid out with specificity and buttressed by the grant of power to “make all laws 

which shall be necessary and proper for carrying into execution the foregoing powers,” the 

congress did indeed come to wield an awesome array of powers over national and international 

                                                           
     110 Madison 359-360.   

     111 Madison 129. 

     112 Madison 130. 

     113 Madison 574 and 718.  Having established a government sufficiently republican to merit entrustment with 

adequate powers, Mason advocated the inclusion of the power to impose sumptuary laws.  His reasons for including 

these were thoroughly republican: he wanted to foster virtue, economy, and frugality.  His proposal was thankfully 

voted down.     



issues.  The manner of laying out the powers with specificity empowered the federal government 

by removing from doubt the question of whether the federal government had authority to govern 

the issues listed in Article I, Section 8.  Debate over the power now vested in congress would be 

limited to the scope that congress had under its specified powers rather than whether the issue 

was simply more national than local.  The Constitution limits congressional power by listing 

those powers that congress can exercise.  Such a list specifying and thus limiting the legislative 

branch would be inconceivable at the state level, where state governments, by virtue of being 

fully empowered, could legislate on almost any issue relative to the health, safety, or morals of 

state citizens.114  Exceptions from state legislative authority in state constitutions were few and 

only structural safeguards to maintain republicanism.  Congress, on the other hand, found its 

powers detailed in a list, leaving little implication but that absence from the list meant a complete 

absence of authority to legislate.  Wilson made precisely this point in defending the Constitution 

in the course of the ratification debates, arguing that the federal government could not become 

despotic because its powers were limited to those listed in Article I, Section 8.  Although this 

limitation was not as strict as that in the Articles of Confederation where congressional authority 

was limited to those powers not expressly delegated, it was still a remarkably different 

formulation of legislative power than that found at the state level.115  

The second method was to parcel carefully out powers to the most appropriate branch of 

government both to ensure national supremacy and to protect state governments.  The debate 

over the power to tax and the ability to muster the state militias for national defense highlight the 

effort to vest powers consistent with the underlying republican character of the government.  At 

Madison’s urging the house alone was given the power to originate money bills because the 

senate was too distanced from the people to propose taxation. 116  In fact the argument against 

allowing the senate to initiate taxation was the same used against allowing the Articles of 

Confederation government to tax: neither body was elected by the people and only the 

representatives of the people ought properly to be laying taxes.117  Opponents countered that the 

power of originating money bills solely in the house gave the house the power to control the 

deliberations of the senate by placing conditions in the bills sent to the senate.  The upper house 

needed more power than simply accepting or rejecting the money bills sent to it by the house.118 

                                                           
     114 Massachusetts was the only state with a state constitution that even listed the legislative powers.  The list 

found in Chapter 1, Article III of the Massachusetts’s Constitution of 1790, however, was a general description of 

those powers contained within the purview of legislative power.  It is consistent with the general assumption 

underlying state governments that they were fully empowered.  As one example of an item on the list was the power 

given to the legislature to enact laws: “ . . . full power and authority are hereby given and granted to the said general 

court from time to time, to make, ordain, and establish all manner of wholesome and reasonable orders, laws, 

statutes, and ordinances, directions and instructions, either with penalties or without, so as the same be not repugnant 

or contrary to this constitution, as they shall judge to be for the good and welfare of this commonwealth, and for the 

government and ordering thereof . . . .”   

     115 He made this argument for the first time in his speech to a gathering in the Pennsylvania State House Yard on 

October 6, 1787.  His speech was widely reprinted and his ideas were borrowed extensively by other advocates of 

the Constitution.  As to the speech and the significance of his arguments in the debate over whether to ratify the 

Constitution see Merrill Jensen, ed., The Documentary History of the Ratification of the Constitution, vol. I 

(Madison: The State Historical Society of Wisconsin, 1976) 26 and vol. XIII 337. 

     116 Madison 503. Madison wanted proportional representation linked to the origination of money bills.  Unless 

the house alone could originate money bills, Madison promised to oppose equality of representation of states in the 

senate.    

     117 Madison 529. 

     118 Madison 530. 



The final compromise allowed the house to originate all money bills, but the Senate received the 

right to propose amendments.119 

The delegates, after granting the federal legislative branch specific empowerments, 

placed a series of restrictions on the state and federal government to protect the federal system.  

These restrictions would emerge in Article I, sections 9 and 10.120  Article I, section 9 protected 

the state governments from federal government intrusion that would have otherwise crippled the 

states as independent centers of governance.  Exceptions to power were federalism protections to 

ensure the continued viability of state governments.  They included protection from economic 

interference, political intrusion, and institutional co-option.  Economic protections included 

ironclad prohibitions against the levy of export taxes, the laying of direct taxes unless in 

proportion to the census, preferences for any port or state with beneficial maritime regulations, 

and interference with the importation of slaves until 1808.  States were also protected from 

intrusive mechanisms that might have been used to stifle dissent.  The federal government could 

not pass bills of attainder or ex post facto laws and the writ of habeas corpus could not be 

suspended unless the country was enduring a rebellion or invasion.  Finally, Article I, section 9 

also insulated the states from having other institutional protections defeated through unlawful 

expenditures or the establishment of monarchical positions.   

Article I, Section 10 included protections for the federal government from state policies 

that would have interfered with matters within the direct purview of the federal government.  The 

overarching purpose here was to prevent the states from interfering in matters that were critical 

to the national government.  There were two kinds of protections.  The first were a set of 

prohibitions that prevented states from undertaking diplomatic, financial, or legislative actions 

that would have disrupted operation of the federal government.  These prohibitions included 

entering into treaties, alliances or confederations, granting letters of marque or reprisal, emitting 

bills of credit, or passing bills of attainder, ex post facto laws or laws that impaired the 

obligations of contracts.  The second set of protections for the federal government allowed states 

to undertake economic policy or defensive military steps so long as congress consented.  Thus 

states could not lay imposts on imports or exports or keep troops in time of peace unless 

congress approved.  Such steps allowed states to pursue policies more in keeping with a fully 

sovereign state but only if such policies did not interfere with the operation of the federal 

government.121  

                                                           
     119 Madison 693 and 671.  The final support of the small states was only gained on this point after a further 

compromise that allowed the small states greater influence in the election of the president. See the footnote at 693 

referencing the note at 671. 

     120 Palmer 117-137. 

 

     121 Most of the provisions of Article I, Section 10 do not have extensive debate noted in Madison’s Notes to 

evidence why they were included.  The provision prohibiting bills of credit, though, does have some debate that is 

insightful and that buttresses the thesis that Article I, Section 9 was intended to prevent the states from using powers 

that might destabilize the federal system.  A proposal that the legislature be given power to make laws “in all cases 

which may concern the common interests of the Union; but not to interfere with the Government of their individual 

states in any matters of internal police which respect the Government of such states only . . . .” was opposed because 

it did not grant to the legislature power over cases in which the “Citizens of other states may be affected” by the acts 

of one state. Examples where citizens of other states might be affected by the acts of one state legislating entirely 

over matters solely concerning state interest included “paper money and other tricks.”  See Madison 389. 



The delegates also limited states laying export taxes that would be used, as Madison 

noted, as “exactions” against non-commercial states but even a limited export tax was only 

approved on condition that a federal export tax be prohibited.122  Even if it would prove a good 

source of income and seemed politically viable in light of the fact that imports could be taxed, 

some delegates feared that a federal tax on exports would be used for sectional advantage.123  

Simply removing from federal power the ability to tax exports did not resolve the matter.  Some 

protection was needed for those non-commercial states that would be left at the mercy of their 

seaboard neighbors who would control their exports.  The solution to this problem was to prevent 

states from laying taxes on exports more than the support of their inspection laws required and to 

allow congress an oversight of all such laws.124  Thus the Framers forestalled the harm on 

national commerce and the federal system that might result from federal and state export taxes.    

 Even the constitutional power vested in the federal government to protect the nation 

through the militias was calibrated in a way to ensure the protection of state governments.  The 

purpose again was to create a powerful federal government, but only one within a federal system 

that ensured the continued viability of state governance.  The federal government would indeed 

have the power in times of crisis to call forth and command the militias, but the states would 

maintain significant control over the militias in times of peace.125  The delegates agreed that the 

federal government needed to exercise control over the militias in times of war and that some 

federal control in peacetime was necessary to ensure their preparedness.  As Madison said, “The 

discipline of the militia is evidently a national concern, and ought to be provided for in the 

national convention.”126 How to achieve that end without having the federal government intrude 

on state authority in a way that might result in a threat to the states required permitting the states 

to appoint the officers and train the militia and for the federal government to control the militias 

only when “employed in the service of the United States . . .”127  These compromises were 

necessary to assuage the fears of some that the federal government’s proposed control over the 

militias amounted to an intrusion on state authority that would threaten state governance.  

 

                                                           
 The delegates’ antagonism toward bills of credit did not stop with the states’ power to issue them.  The 

delegates removed the power over emitting bills of credit from the federal legislature’s list of powers.  Bills of credit 

were simply too dangerous a tool to be left in the hands of legislators even if emergencies might require them and 

even if they had served a useful purpose during the Revolutionary War.  They had proven a “mischief” and would be 

unnecessary if the government had the right to use its credit to borrow. For the removal from the federal government 

of the power to emit bills on the credit of the United States see Madison 555-557.  Delegates debated whether to 

remove this power from the federal government entirely or whether to limit it in some way such as simply 

prohibiting making the bills tender.  The vote to remove this power altered the then existing version of the 

Constitution as seen at Madison 475.  The final version continued to lack a provision giving congress the power to 

emit bills of credit in the borrowing clause of Article I, section 8.   

     122 Madison 554-555, 587 and 631.   

     123 A federal export tax on cotton, for example, could have been used by congress effectively to end slavery.   

     124 See Article I, Section 10, clause 2. 

     125 There remained a fear of standing armies that made the creation of a federal army unacceptable to the 

delegates. See Madison  564 and 568.  As to the constitutional power to call forth the militia see Article I, Section 8, 

clause 15. 

     126 Madison  601 and 602.  Madison argued that as the states became more consolidated they would “neglect” 

their militias even more. See Madison 600-601. 

     127 Madison  600-601. 



Republicanism was at the heart of the new federal legislature.  The first impulse was born 

of an overarching desire to implement republican solutions to the problems that occasioned the 

convention.  This impulse was moderated by the important value of preserving republican state 

governance.  The delegates realized that the initial impulse was antithetical to preserving the 

states so they compromised on the degree of republicanism at the national level.  The two forms 

of republicanism, one at the national level and one at the state level, would have to be woven 

together in a system that ensured the survival of the states as important centers of governance.  

How to do this animated the debate about the federal legislature.  In the end, the delegates 

achieved their goal.  The new congress would be endowed with new and more extensive powers 

than the Articles of Confederation congress because it rested upon a nuanced balance of popular 

sovereignty for the people in one chamber and equality of the states in the other.  Both forms of 

republicanism, one at the national level and one at the state level, were recognized in the 

institutional form and, because its foundation was more firmly rooted in republican principles, it 

merited greater empowerment.  Throughout, the design gave the central government the powers 

to carry out the necessary tasks for a new national government to accomplish so that the federal 

system and significantly, republicanism, could survive.  Yet, even with these additional powers 

the states and their preservation were never far from the first concerns of the delegates.  The very 

nature of the congress’s powers spoke to this.  Although its powers were listed to clarify that the 

powers were in fact the congress’s to wield, the very nature of listing the powers protected the 

states from congress overstepping its bounds.  (Of course, some delegates feared that congress 

could overstep its bounds or exercise its enumerated powers destructively.  These concerns were 

only answered with the first ten amendments.)  Also, denials of powers in Articles I, sections 9 

and 10 further cemented the relationship between federal and state governments.  The federal 

government would lack certain powers that might threaten state governance, and conversely the 

states lost some powers that might have infringed upon federal legislative powers and thus 

weakened the federal system.  Rather than overtly antagonistic to states and republicanism, the 

delegates, because of their faith in republicanism and their devotion to the states, devised a 

distinctive legislative branch to enhance central powers while protecting the liberty enhancing 

governments at the state level.     

 

SECTION V: THE EXECUTIVE BRANCH 

The delegates designed an executive for the national government that would be a 

vigorous executive for a large republic, but with safeguards to ensure that the executive would 

not threaten the states and state republicanism.  Negotiating between national republicanism and 

state preservation animated the debate on the executive just as it had with the legislative branch.  

The delegates wished initially for an executive branch of the federal government that would be 

energetic and powerful.  Yet, in the midst of the effort to endow the executive with “energy,” the 

delegates found that fulfilling a vision of national republicanism ran against the important value 

of preserving state republicanism.  Protecting state republicanism was so important that the 

delegates turned away from empowering the executive because they could not adequately ensure 

the continued viability of the states if the executive were only empowered.  The delegates instead 

turned to creating a method of election that would further the value of protecting state 

republicanism.  In the course of drafting the means of election, the delegates addressed the 

appointment and removal powers and the executive’s right to check the legislative branch.  



Throughout, the delegates sought to add an executive to the federal government that would be 

vigorous but that was still adequately constrained that it would not threaten state governance.     

The delegates’ struggle to find a satisfactory means of filling the executive office was 

rooted in their concern that an executive sufficiently strong to implement the legislative acts over 

so large a country might become the agent of some states or state interests.  If the delegates 

failed to separate the executive from partisan interests adequately, the president would be able to 

harness national powers to destroy state republicanism.   They thus designed an executive with 

“energy,” but not one that could become “monarchical” or tyrannous: anti-republican.  Here 

again, as in the drafting of the legislative branch, the delegates had to reconcile national 

republicanism with varied state republicanism.     

The delegates first broached the subject of the executive on the fourth day of the 

convention and found agreement relatively quickly over the general character of the executive, 

how many persons should fill the executive office and what powers should be vested in the 

executive office.  They agreed that the executive office ought to be one endowed with “vigor,” 

“energy,” “dispatch,” and “responsibility.”128  They also agreed that, as long as the executive was 

not entrusted with powers too extensive, such as those to make war and peace, it should be 

vested in a single person.  Concerns over the power of the executive and thus how many ought to 

fill the executive office were resolved at Madison’s urging with a short debate defining executive 

power.  The delegates concluded relatively quickly that the executive should have powers only to 

“carry into effect the national laws,” make appointments as directed by the legislature and carry 

out other powers as delegated by the legislature.  Having assuaged the concerns of some that a 

single executive might prove monarchical by having powers too extensive, the delegates agreed 

that a unity of the executive was appropriate.     

Yet even the short debate over the character of the executive revealed that the delegates 

had well developed and differing views on the proper role of the executive in relation to the 

legislature, with some calling for the executive to be “independent” of the legislature as “a 

safeguard against tyranny”129 while others argued that an “independence of the Executive from 

the supreme Legislature was. . . the very essence of tyranny.”130  Pursuing this debate to its 

conclusion was not possible only days into the convention, because at the time the character and 

powers of the legislature, and of the senate in particular, had yet to be resolved.   Yet the 

delegates were destined to revisit the issues surrounding the executive and in fact once the senate 

was rooted in principles indirectly supportive of republicanism the delegates returned to the 

executive with clarified arguments on July 17th.     

Both groups of delegates advocated their position anew because they wished to ensure 

that the executive was made independent of interests that they feared would manipulate the 

executive to the detriment of some states.   Yet a common goal did little to temper their 

disagreement about the best way to protect state interests.   Distrust of executive power that had 

yet to be constrained within a system that protected state governance dictated the ensuing debate.   

                                                           
     128 Madison 132. 

     129 Madison 132-133. 

     130 Madison 134. 



Some argued that the executive had to be chosen by the people so that it could be a check 

on the legislature.131  This notion of checking was a nascent idea that checks could keep the 

legislature from overrunning the constitutional bounds that limited the federal government and 

protected the states.  Wilson advocated an election by the people as the best means to secure 

“persons whose merit have general notoriety,” and who have “distinguished character and 

continental reputation.”132 This process would allow the president to stand for the people’s 

liberty against the legislature.133  If the legislature elected the executive, the executive would be 

the result of cabal and intrigue.134   

Although many state executives were selected by their legislatures, many delegates 

applying the lessons of state republicanism to the creation of the national government reached 

the conclusion that the national legislature should not select the president.  After all, the 

legislature that might choose the president at the national level was not one composed of the 

people from any one state.  It would be composed of many state interests, and certain states 

would have a disproportionate influence.  Thus the reluctance to have the executive dependent 

upon the legislature was rooted in a distrust of allowing some states to have a greater say in the 

election of the president than others.  The fear was that the legislature would become both “the 

executor and the maker of the laws” and be beholden to some states or regions.135 

Others, however, were confident that an election by the assembly was the better means to 

fill the executive’s seat.  This process would ensure that the executive, as in all the states, was 

dependent on the assembly. As Roger Sherman put it, he was for “making him absolutely 

dependent on the legislature, as it was the will of that which was to be executed.”136 The people 

were simply not “sufficiently informed” and “too easily led” to be entrusted with such a 

decision.137  They would most likely vote for some man from their own state and thus give the 

populous states an advantage in the executive’s election.138   

The problem was that many delegates were not comfortable with a truly national election 

for the president.  Republicanism, after all, was not a virtue in a vacuum and distrust emerged in 

the debate over the executive as delegates found themselves being asked to trust a national 

voting populace to elect a chief executive that each of their states would find acceptable.  Trust 

had grown between the states to such an extent that the Articles of Confederation had outlived its 

usefulness, but there was not the breadth of faith that would allow delegates of South Carolina to 

trust Massachusetts’s populace to vote for a president acceptable to South Carolinians, 

particularly if, as the delegates wanted, the executive was to be powerful.   

With the debate unresolved, fears that the people were too easily led and would choose 

local candidates and concerns that a legislative appointment would not allow a sufficient 
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     137 Madison 413. 

     138 Madison 392 and 411.  It was argued in rebuttal at 410 that a large election would defeat the advantages of the 

large states. 



separation of powers all invited reconsideration of another option.139  The move toward a third 

option gained momentum as the delegates assigned the president weightier responsibilities and 

the lower house of the assembly was given the power to impeach the president.140  While a direct 

election clearly failed to garner enough support among the delegates, it likewise became obvious 

that the president could not be chosen by the legislature if they wanted to ensure his 

independence.141 

The delegates returned to a plan for the election of the executive by electors.  Offered 

once before at the convention, a plan to have the executive chosen by electors had foundered on 

whether the electors were to be chosen by the states or the people at large.142  The plan failed 

initially because it looked unnecessarily complicated without offering any real solution to the 

problems of either popular election or legislative election.   

Yet as the delegates fine-tuned a plan reliant upon electors it began to coalesce and gain 

support as an effective means to ensure the relative independence of the executive both from the 

national legislature and from an election by the people at large.143  The delegates had found a 

complex mixture of reliance on the people and the preservation of states that they had woven 

together to ensure a powerful executive that would not threaten state governance.  The state 

legislatures would appoint electors who in turn would vote for the president.144  Electors would 

be required to nominate at least one candidate from a state other than their own, to lessen the 

ability of the large states to control the election.  In the event that no candidate garnered a 

majority at that point the representatives, voting as states, would elect a president. 145  

The delegates further demonstrated their commitment to an executive rooted in 

republican principles when they considered the terms upon which the president would be 

removable.  An executive’s ability to stand independent of and check the legislative branch 

seemed necessary to protect state republicanism.  An early suggestion that the president be 

“made removeable by the National Legislature on the request of a majority of the legislatures of 

the states” was rejected because it was anti-republican and would make the executive “the mere 

creature of the legislature” which was a “violation of the fundamental principle of good 

government.”146  Arguments against allowing removal of the president at the will of the 

                                                           
     139 At one point the option of having only the senate—appointed by the states—choose the president was 

considered.  This option of having just one branch of the assembly nominate the executive lost support as the 

president and senate became linked in treaty powers and impeachment and with the wariness that the senate, as a 

possible source of aristocratic influence, might impede an impartial election of the executive. See Madison 621. 

     140 The president’s additional powers included a role in treaties, appointments and a qualified veto. 

     141 In votes on June 2, July 17, 25, and 26 the delegates voted for an election by the legislature.  Electors were 

supported for the first time on July 19 and after intervening votes in favor of an election by the legislature, again on 

September 4 after the work of the Committee of Eleven.   

     142 Madison 412.  Having electors elect the president was first mentioned by King.  Madison supported an 

election of the electors by the people at 451.  Gerry supported an election of electors by the state executives.  See 

Madison 413.  Ellsworth offered a plan for the electors to be appointed by the state legislatures.  See Madison 414.  

Electors elected by the people was defeated at 612. 

       143 Madison 660-663. 

     144 Their independence was ensured by having them paid out of the national treasury and having them vote in 

their states. See Madison 422 and Article II, Section 1, clause 2. 

     145 Madison 673.  Article II, section 1, clause 3.  

     146 Madison 141-142.  Madison noted that Wilson and Mason joined him in opposing Dickensen’s proposal to 

make the executive removeable by the legislature after a majority of the state legislatures requested it.  Dickensen’s 



legislature were rooted in a desire to protect state republicanism.  If legislative election of the 

executive was worrisome to some, opening the door to intrigue and possibly giving minorities 

the power to stop the removal of a corrupt president was contrary to republican principles.     

The delegates instead favored removal by impeachment on conviction for 

maladministration, malpractice, neglect of duty and corruption.147 Setting this standard for 

removal would advance the good behavior of the executive in accord with republican 

government and also establish a standard by which to judge the executive’s actions rather than 

simply to rely upon the legislature’s judgment. 148 

The delegates deemed the senate the branch that “could be trusted” with trials of 

impeachment.   The supreme court was too few in number and thus could be corrupted; the 

house’s involvement ran the risk of tyranny:149 a tyranny of the majority that some delegates 

feared would allow more populous states to bend the executive office to their will.  The senate, 

though, was a natural choice in light of the fear that many had that the executive could become 

ruinous to the states.  The senate, the embodiment of states, which were the bodies ultimately 

requiring protection from an overzealous executive, would determine finally whether the 

executive had in fact committed impeachable offenses.        

The delegates even calibrated the executive’s role in a power to revise and veto laws to 

continue the protection of republican government.  Over the objection of those who continued to 

oppose any executive check on the legislative branch, the delegates crafted a mechanism for the 

executive to have a qualified check of the legislative branch.  Making the executive independent 

of the legislature was necessary according to Madison for “the preservation of Republican Govt” 

in order to prevent “tyrannical laws” . . . being made “that may be executed in a tyrannical 

way.”150  Even if an absolute check was deemed anti-republican, a majority of delegates 

continued to support some form of an executive check on the legislature.  At first the suggestion 

was to join the judges with the executive in the revisionary power in the form of a council of 

revision.  Adding the weight of the judges to the executive was thought necessary in order to 

bolster the executive in a stand against the national assembly.  The executive, by himself, was 

too weak to stand against the legislature; adding the judges would aid in “rendering the executive 

competent to its own defense which arose from the nature of republican government.”151  

Ultimately, though, such a proposal was voted down because it was deemed to be an improper 

union of the judicial and the executive branches and inappropriate for the judges to appear to be 

“judges of the policy of public measures.”  Judges “ought to be able to expound the law as it . . . 

came before them, free from the bias of having participated in its formation.” 152  

                                                           
proposal was deemed to be anti-republican because it would “enable a minority of the people to prevent the removal 

of an officer who had rendered himself justly criminal in the eyes of the majority.”  See Madison 142.   

     147 Madison 417.  The delegates substituted “other high crimes and misdemesnors” in place of 

“maladministration.”  See Madison 691. This was an effort to ensure that the executive’s independence would not be 

compromised by too low a threshold for impeachment.  Impeachment for “maladministration” would be the 

“equivalent to tenure during the pleasure of the Senate.” See Madison 691.  

     148 Madison 417. 

     149 Madison 691. 

     150 Madison 397. 

     151 Madison 165. 

     152 Madison 426 and 551. 



The delegates finally decided to vest in the executive a qualified veto because the 

delegates felt that the executive must have a means of self-defense or the “Legislature can at any 

moment sink it into non-existence.”153  Madison proposed that the executive have a negative on 

laws conditioned upon the support of a “proper proportion of each branch.”154  This compromise 

would overcome the republican objection to the executive having an absolute negative and still 

provide the executive a means to prevent mischievous legislation.  The delegates determined that 

the proportion of the national assembly that could overrule an executive veto should be two-

thirds of each branch of the assembly.155  

Thus the delegates created a powerful executive that would carry out the laws for a large 

republic without threatening state governments.  The executive’s independence from congress 

was necessitated by the delegates’ wish that the executive be powerful and that state 

republicanism be protected.156  If the executive were to be linked too closely to the legislature a 

tyrannical majority of the legislature might become both the maker and implementer of the laws.  

Having determined that a vigorous executive was necessary for the new federal government, the 

ever-present need to protect state governance shaped the contours of the president’s election, 

removal and veto powers.  No president would be the creature of any state or group of states 

because his election was removed from immediate state interests that might try to control him; 

the threshold for his removal was defined and deliberately set high so that the president would 

not court favor to remain in office.  The delegates vested the final decision on his removal with 

the senate so that the very entities that might be most threatened by the executive would be the 

ultimate arbiters of whether he was removed from office.  The president’s veto power was the 

final element in ensuring the executive’s independence and thus republicanism’s security.  The 

power gave the executive leverage to resist laws threatening to draw the executive into the 

legislature’s orbit.  “Without such a self-defense the Legislature can at any moment sink it into 

non-existence.”157   

 

SECTION VI: THE JUDICIAL BRANCH 

The Framers also created a judicial branch designed to further the distinctive task 

assigned to the federal government but only within the context of a governance structure that 

would not threaten state republicanism unduly.  It would be a third coordinate branch of the 

federal government shaped by the goal of creating a powerful central government and the value 

of protecting state republicanism.  It was stronger than judiciaries at the state level in order to 

fulfill sufficiently its role within the new federal government and also because it had to preserve 

the constitutional boundaries placed on federal power.  Federal judicial officeholders would 
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     156 George Mason, near the end of the convention on September 7, proposed a Council of State to advise the 

president.  He suggested that it be composed of two members from each of the North, South, and West.  The 

members of the council would be appointed by either congress or the states.  This would have added an institution 

attendant to the presidency ensuring that state interests were considered within the executive branch.  Madison noted 

his own support and that of Franklin for Mason’s proposal.  It was, however, defeated by a vote of eight to three.  

See Madison 687.   
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resolve interstate disputes and judge the constitutionality of federal laws and those state laws that 

possibly infringed on federal supremacy.    

The delegates broached the subject of the judiciary and its proper role within the federal 

system on the sixth day of the Convention after they had discussed the executive and legislative 

branches.  The delegates agreed almost without opposition that the judiciary would be a strong 

third branch of the federal government.   The delegates intended for the judges to check the 

legislature by being the expositor of the laws with the attendant “power of deciding on their 

Constitutionality” and possibly also by sitting in a council of revision to bolster the executive.158 

They entertained placing the judges with the executive in a council of revision because the 

delegates wished that the executive be one of wisdom and “firmness.”159  If he was to be elected 

by the legislature, as many wished, his ability to stand against the will of the legislature might 

well require the support of the judiciary.  A number of delegates weighed in against including the 

judiciary in a council of revision.  They argued that it was simply unwise to make the judicial 

officers “judges of the policy of public measure” rather than judges of the constitutionality of the 

laws.160  As Rufus King said, they “ought to be able to expound the law as it should come before 

them, free from the bias of having participated in its formation.”161 

In time the argument that it was unwise to vest an absolute negative in the executive or in 

an executive council of revision joined the earlier doubts that the judges were misplaced in a 

council of revision.162  The eventual election of the president by electors rather than the 

legislature greatly lessened the threat of legislative domination of the executive, and freed the 

president from the need of judicial support to stand against legislative encroachments.  Delegates 

also decided that an absolute negative in the president invited intrigue because he would be 

tempted to bargain with the legislature not to use his veto.163  This decision undercut the entire 

rationale for the envisioned council of revision.  Finally, with the executive having his own base 

of power and not needing the judges to bolster the executive check on the legislature, the 

argument that the judges were more properly expositors of the Constitution carried the day.  

“And as to the Constitutionality of laws, that point will come before the Judges in their proper 

official character.”164  

As part of the judiciary’s role to provide a powerful judicial arm to the federal 

government and also to check encroachments by either the federal or state governments into the 

other’s realm, the judges were expected to exercise the power of judicial review.165  This power 

allows a court to review outcomes of the legislative process.  Judicial review included a power to 

review not only national laws but also state laws that fell within the cases and controversies over 

which the judiciary was given authority.  Although judicial review was not debated directly at 
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     162 See the debate and votes at Madison 428-429 and the earlier doubts on page 147. 
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     165 On judicial review see Madison 147, 604, 625 (Madison assumes it) and 717.  In the course of debating 

exportation laws Madison says that “there will be the same security as in other cases. The jurisdiction of the 

Supreme Court must be the source of redress.”  See Madison 717. 



the convention, the delegates were determined from the first to have a check on the legislative 

branch that involved the judiciary.  The only debate was whether the judiciary should be 

involved in one checking mechanism or two: in a council of revision and in court or only in 

court.166  The delegates’ opinions about the role of the courts in reviewing legislative acts 

emerged in the course of their debate about the council of revision.   

A number of delegates clearly supported judicial review, and, as will appear in a later 

chapter, the early supreme court had six members who had been at the convention who all 

utilized the power of judicial review.167  A judicial role in the check on the legislative branch was 

originally conceived as part of the executive function through a council of revision, but it was 

ultimately deemed inappropriate to attach such a council to the presidency.  The initial effort to 

have a council of revision was quashed by a motion from Elbridge Gerry supported by Rufus 

King that the judicial department not be included in a council of revision because its proper role 

was not as policymakers but as expositors of the law.  They had “by their exposition of the laws, 

. . . a power of deciding on their Constitutionality.”168   This central feature of Gerry’s motion—

that the judiciary stand alone as the arbiter of the Constitution–went uncontested in the 

convention in that debate and the delegates proceeded to vest the executive with its own check of 

the legislative branch that did not include the judiciary.  The later agreement that the president 

would be elected by electors rather than nominated by the legislature obviated any need of a 

presidential council to stand ground against the legislature.  Nevertheless, James Wilson pressed 

again on July 21 for a council of revision that would include the judiciary.  In the course of 

arguing over Wilson’s motion, Madison, Gerry, Strong, Martin, Ghorum, Rutledge and Mason 

all spoke of the judges in the same vein as the “expositors of the law.”169  Mason, Martin and 

Gerry all spoke of the judiciary as having a “negative on the laws” as part of their power.  Thus 

the defeat of the council of revision only seemed to cement the place of the judiciary as an 
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     167 These six were John Rutledge, James Wilson, John Blair, Jr., James Iredell, William Paterson and Oliver 

Ellsworth.    

The first prominent use of judicial review by the supreme court was in Marbury v. Madison, 5 U.S. 137, 

1803.  This, however, was not the first use of judicial review by the Court.  See Hayburn’s Case 2 Dallas 409, 1792.  

Unfortunately Marshall’s opinion does not clearly enunciate the historical justification and antecedents for the 

power that he asserts that the court has.  Certainly part of the problem in proving that the federal courts were 

intended to have judicial review is that the delegates did not debate the fundamental functional power of any branch.  

It was assumed that the legislative branch would legislate, that the executive branch would execute the laws and that 

the judicial branch would hear cases, with the expected outcome that it might find that some did not comport with 

the Constitution.   

     168 Madison 147.  The issue was reconsidered two days later as a result of a motion from James Wilson to include 

the judiciary in the council of revision.  Although the motion was voted down Wilson and Madison’s arguments in 

favor of a judicial role in a council of revision rest upon an assumption that the legislative and judicial branches 

should be separate and that the judicial branch should have some power to check the legislative branch.   

     169 Martin said that “. . . as to the Constitutionality of laws, that point will come before the Judges in their proper 

official character.  Mason sanctions a further use of the judges than merely “in their expository capacity. . . .”  He 

notes they could declare an “unconstitutional law void.” For these and the other arguments see Madison 424-429.   

 But also note the opinions of Mercer and Dickenson at Madison 548-549 that “the Judges as expositors of 

the Constitution should [not] have authority to declare a law void.” 



independent third branch with the power to be the arbiter of the Constitution with the power to 

review and exercise a negative on the laws.170      

The method of appointment ensured that the judges would not become creatures of any 

state or state interests that might dominate the national legislature.  This independence ultimately 

ensured the protection of state governance and the vigor of federal governance by insulating the 

expositors of the Constitution from the manipulation of factions trying to control the federal 

government.  Many delegates at first favored a direct appointment by the legislature or the 

executive, who would be appointed by the legislature.  Calls for this directly republican method 

though met too many objections because state governments might ultimately be compromised 

unless sufficient checks were put into place to protect state republicanism.  A number of 

delegates argued that “Intrigue, partiality, and concealment were the necessary consequences” of 

legislative appointment.171  The legislators lacked knowledge of the proper qualifications and 

were likely to make decisions based upon factors other than the true merit of the candidates.172  

Executive appointment alone came in for an equal amount of criticism.  It was “leaning too much 

toward Monarchy.”173  The executive “lacked the requisite knowledge of characters” and might 

try to “gain over the larger States” with a preference for their citizens as appointees.174 

Following the advice of Elbridge Gerry, that “The appointment of the judges like every 

other part of the Constitution should be so modeled as to give satisfaction both to the people and 

to the States,” the delegates finally proposed having the executive appoint the judges with the 

advice and consent of the senate.175  The executive would be more likely to select fit justices, and 

the senate concurrence would signal the support of a majority of the states.176  This compromise 

was a means to gain the assent of both the people, who were the source of power, and the states. 
177 Thus the president was to speak for the larger interests of the people, but this power could 

only be exercised with the consent of a majority of the states: two notions of republicanism 

within the convention, one at the national level and one at the state level had to be reconciled 

with each other.      

                                                           
     170 Madison did not note the opinions of Hamilton in the debate on this issue.  Hamilton and John Jay both argued 

in The Federalist that the power of judicial review was inherent in the power of the federal courts.  See Madison, 

Hamilton and Jay, Federalist Nos. 78-82 436-461.    
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 Executive appointment of judges was part of a sufficiently republican method and was used in a variety of 
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level.  See Section 13 of the Virginia Constitution of 1776.  In New Jersey and South Carolina the assemblies 

appointed all the judges.  See Section XII of the New Jersey Constitution of 1776 and Section XX of the South 
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The Framers also ensured that the federal courts under Article III had a secure 

jurisdiction over nine categories of cases and controversies.  This list was comparable in purpose 

and function to the list of powers for congress in Article I, section 8.  Article III’s grant of a self-

executing jurisdiction ensured the jurisdiction; jurisdictional power flows primarily from the 

words of the Constitution itself rather than from a later congressional grant of power.  The 

Constitution commands in section 2 of Article III that the “judicial power shall extend to . . .” 

nine categories of cases that spanned matters over which there might be national and interstate 

disputes.  This grant not only empowered the federal courts, but also served to limit the federal 

courts to only specific cases and controversies.  The jurisdiction strengthened the federal 

judiciary by preventing congress from denying cases to the federal courts in the way that state 

legislatures had prevented state courts from trying certain cases.  

Limiting the categories of cases to a laundry list both further ensured that these cases 

would be heard in federal courts and also protected republican state governance by ensuring that 

the federal courts would not come to hear other cases that more properly litigated within the state 

courts.  Here again, the delegates furthered the paramount task of empowering the federal 

government by granting to the federal courts significant cases and controversies, while also 

protecting state republicanism by having the courts limited to only certain categories of cases and 

controversies.   

The delegates disagreed over the degree to which the federal judiciary and thus the 

federal government would be empowered through the creation of lower federal courts.  The issue 

was an important one because it struck directly at the intersection of the empowerment of the 

federal government and the protection of state governments.  Lower federal courts were an 

important component of a national government.  Madison argued that state courts were 

inadequate to guard national interests.178 Madison, Wilson and Dickinson argued that the federal 

courts ought to be commensurate with the other branches in scope; that admiralty cases and those 

involving foreigners ought wholly to be litigated in the courts of the national government; and 

that inferior courts widely dispersed would prevent meritorious appeals because the expense to 

reach the federal court would be prohibitive.179  These arguments all spoke to the overriding goal 

of the convention: empower a national government sufficiently powerful to manage national 

affairs.  With a supreme court but without a court system, a minority of delegates felt that the 

federal government would be handicapped at its inception. 

Despite these arguments those who argued against mandating the creation of lower 

federal courts in the Constitution prevailed.  Their arguments hinged upon the protection of the 

states: they argued that lower federal courts would prove an unnecessary intrusion in state 

governance.  Those against creating lower federal courts argued that enforcement of powers 

shifted to the federal government ought to be left to be litigated in state tribunals first with an 

appeal to the federal court if the parties chose.  As one delegate put it, the “right of appeal to the 

supreme national tribunal is sufficient to secure the national rights & uniformity of 

Judgements.”180  They argued that creating inferior tribunals was an infringement of state 

jurisdictions181 and that, furthermore, the lower federal courts would be very expensive.  
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Although the framers defeated the provision for inferior courts, a motion by Madison and Wilson 

saved the inferior courts with a clause that congress could create lower courts if it saw fit to do 

so.182  More than the outcome, the debate itself signaled the delegates’ serious treatment of 

handling the tension between empowering the federal government and protecting state 

governance.  The manner in which the debate over lower federal courts was resolved indicated 

the delegates’ determination to protect state governments and the distinctive republicanism found 

at the state level.    

The federal judiciary joined the legislative and executive branches as the third coordinate 

branch of the federal government.  The delegates designed Article III to empower a strong 

federal judiciary that would review federal laws to protect the states and state laws and to protect 

the federal government pursuant to a constitutionally mandated list of jurisdictions.  Its judges 

would be an independent check on the legislative branch complete with a secure jurisdiction and 

the power of judicial review.  Yet the delegates calibrated the nature of Article III power to 

ensure the continued viability of state republicanism.  The list of their jurisdictions both 

empowered the federal courts and limited them.  The delegates designed the means of 

appointment so that the states would have a check on the president’s nominated judges.  Finally, 

the drive for directly mandated lower federal courts had failed precisely because of the concerns 

that a lower federal court system would intrude on state governance.    

 

SECTION VII: CONCLUSION 

 The prevailing literature on the Constitution portrays a convention that was shaped by 

cultural conservatism and doubts about both republicanism and states.  Gordon Wood and Jack 

Rakove, two Pulitzer Prize winning historians, argue that the Founders had grown disenchanted 

with the republican governments at the state level by 1787.  The convention then produced a 

counter-revolution of sorts, directed by an elite, that attempted to restrain the excesses of 

democracy embodied by state governments. The Constitution is for them the product of lessons 

learned by the Founders as they grew increasingly less sanguine about the principles of 1776 and 

republicanism in particular.  Yet the debate simply does not bear this out.   

The delegates created a federal system with the Constitution, rather than simply a 

national government.  The system was composed of a new national government of limited and 

delegated powers that joined pre-existing state governments of inherent authority.  The system as 

a whole was republican by design.  Rooting the national government in republicanism was a 

necessity because this was the only effective means to ensure control over its increased powers.   

Yet the delegates did not entrust increased power to a government even though thoroughly 

republican in design precisely because of the “impropriety of delegating such extensive trust to 

one body of men . . . .” They were lead to the “necessity of a different organization” because it 

was “obviously impracticable to . . . provide for the interest and safety of all . . .” and “to secure 

all rights of independent sovereignty to each State . . . .”183  The value of protecting state 

republicanism militated against the initial goal of creating a traditional republican central 
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government and required a new formulation of power; it necessitated a balancing of national and 

state republicanism in the design of the system and in the calibration of federal powers.  When 

the delegates backed away from the republican formulation at the national level, they acted 

contrary to their initial impulses and not out of conservatism or fear or distrust of republicanism, 

but only to preserve republicanism at the state level.  The mechanisms of checks and balances 

built into the federal government to preserve state governance were counter-majoritarian at the 

national level, but only to the degree the delegates thought necessary to prevent the federal 

government from impinging upon republican state governance.    

The delegates empowered national executive, legislative, and judicial branches in such a 

manner that the national government would be able to govern effectively over “the power of 

making war, peace and treaties, that of levying money and regulating commerce . . . .”  These 

were the national concerns that were not being sufficiently managed under the Articles of 

Confederation.  Dissatisfaction with the handling of these matters had led to the convention.  The 

congress was an assembly for a government of limited and delegated powers designed to govern 

supreme over national matters without infringing on state governance.  Based upon a nuanced 

balancing of national and state republican principles, the lower house represented the people 

directly and its upper house embodied the voice of the states.  Its list of powers outlined in 

Article I, Section 8 entrusted the legislative branch with extensive powers, but only those that the 

delegates agreed to entrust to the legislature.  Powers not on the list were not within the scope of 

congress unless they could be narrowly construed as a concomitant power by virtue of the 

necessary and proper clause, which was itself both an empowerment and a limitation.  The 

mechanisms for filling the house and periodic reapportionment were also designed with the twin 

goals of national empowerment and state preservation in mind.  Finally, a series of denials of 

power were outlined in Article I, Sections 9 and 10.  The delegates placed these in the 

Constitution in an evolving process to ensure that the federal system would be protected from 

infringements by either the national government or the state governments.   

The executive was also a result of the overriding desire to empower sufficiently the 

national government to deal with national matters without compromising republican state 

governance.  The president was intended to be vigorous because of the unique requirements of 

governing so large a republic, yet the delegates had to calibrate his powers to ensure that he 

would neither prove a tool of any interest group nor become tyrannical.  He would, for example, 

be the commander in chief but only over forces that the states maintained and officered and that 

congress called up and bankrolled.  He was also entrusted with a qualified veto over legislative 

votes and resolutions so that he could stop ill-considered or unjust legislation.  Even this power, 

though, developed within the context of federalism concerns.  His election and removal also 

echoed the twin concerns of republican empowerment of the central government and protection 

of state republicanism.  He was elected in a manner that was uniquely designed to avoid making 

him the pawn of either the people or the states.   

The judiciary was the third and final branch of the national government, again distinctive 

for its unique combination of empowerments and limitations that marked it as a part of a 

government of limited and delegated powers.  It bore the unique characteristics of a judiciary that 

was to bear its responsibility as the judicial arm of a government to govern supreme over 

national matters: its judges were to be entrusted with the power of judicial review; they had a 

secure tenure and would be guaranteed jurisdiction over a range of cases and controversies.  Yet 



the delegates limited the cases and controversies that the federal judges could hear to only 

national matters and balked at a direct mandate for the creation of lower federal courts.  The 

value of protecting state governments was as critical to their deliberations on the judiciary as it 

had been when crafting the legislative and executive branches.     

 


